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SIMULATION, MEASUREMENT, AND SUPPRESSION OF
DIGITAL NOISE IN MIXED-SIGNAL INTEGRATED CIRCUITS

1. INTRODUCTION

The integration of digital, analog, and radio frequency (RF) circuitry to create
systems-on-chips (SoCs) has become a reality in present day integrated circuit (IC)
designs. Creating SoCs has major advantages, including; reduced size, reduced cost

and lower power dissipation. However, with this high level of complexity and
integration also comes the issue of noise coupling from the digital circuitry to the

sensitive RF and analog circuitry. This noise coupling occurs through the power

supply and the shared silicon substrate [1]. When the digital circuitry switches

rapidly between high and low voltage levels, current spikes are created. The
inductance in the power supply lines in combination with the current spikes creates

an L- voltage variation. This voltage variation, or bounce, is present on the power
dt

supply lines and is injected into the substrate via the junction capacitances. Several

approaches to modeling the substrate and simulating the digital noise have been
developed [2] - [7]. However, several issues related to the proper inclusion of the
package parasitics, backplane connections, and noise suppression techniques have
not been adequately addressed.
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This thesis examines these issues and establishes guidelines for the simulation,

measurement, and suppression of digital noise in mixed-signal integrated circuits.
Chapter 2 presents background on the scalable macromodel used in this work [7],

[8], [10]. This model serves as the foundation for validating the simulations with
measurements. Chapter 3 explains the importance of including all supply parasitics

in order to achieve accurate simulations. Chapter 4 describes the digital noise
generating circuitry and the analog sensing circuitry used to verify the circuit level

noise simulations. Chapter 5 gives measurements from a mixed-signal test chip,
fabricated in the TSMC 0.35 pm heavily doped CMOS process and packaged in a

121 pin-grid-array. The measurements validate that the simulation approach
described in this thesis is accurate to within 10%. Based on the simulations and
measurements, the effectiveness of various techniques for reducing digital noise
coupled into analog circuits is detennined

Chapter 6 describes digital noise generating circuitry and analog sensing

circuitry designed in the IBM 0.18jm lightly doped BiCMOS process. Noise-

sensing opamps were designed in this process using both CMOS and bipolar
transistors. The objective for this test chip was to provide for a higher frequency

measurement capability as well as characterization and validation of the
macromodel in a process that is lightly doped and includes BiCMOS devices.

Chapter 7 concludes this work and outlines possibilities for related future
work in this field.
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2. SUBSTRATE COUPLING MACROMODEL

For efficient simulation of large SoCs, a simple model for substrate coupling

must be used. Approaches including finite diffemece methods [1], [18], [19],
boundary element methods [3], [4], and polynomial curve fitting methods [20], [21]

provide accurate post-layout simulation but they are computationally intensive
particularly for full chip simulation and they do not allow for pre-layout simulation.

The substrate coupling model used in this work is scalable with contact shapes,
dimensions, and separations [7], [8], [10]. It is valid for frequencies below a few
gigahertz and thus the substrate can be treated as a lumped resistive network [2],

[3].. The lumped resistive model for p+ to p+ contacts and n+ to p+ contacts is

shown in Fig. 2.1 (a) and (b), respectively.

The resistance, R12, models the

coupling between the two contacts while Ri 1 and R22 model the coupling from the

contacts to the backplane. The n+ contact to p-type substrate junction capacitance
is modeled by Cj.

backplane
(a)

backplane
(b)

Figure 2.1. Lumped substrate model for (a) p+ to p+ contacts and (b) n+ to p+
contacts.
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The resistance values are determined by characterizing the substrate either

through 2-D/3-D device simulations such as with the TMA-Medici simulator [22]
or through measurements of the substrate. A typical heavily doped substrate profile

is shown in Fig. 2.2 and consists of three distinct layers: a heavily doped p+
channel-stop implant, a lightly doped epitaxial (epi) layer, and a heavily doped p+
bulk [3]. The layer resistivities and thicknesses determine the substrate coupling
between contacts and to the backside.
1

4t

1 5O.i

heavily doped p+ channel-stop

1 a-cm

lightly doped epi layer

15 a-cm

heavily doped bulk

1 m-cm

Figure 2.2. Typical cross-section for a heavily doped substrate.

As the separation between contacts increases in heavily doped processes, the

resistance between the contacts becomes very large. At separations beyond about
1 OOjLm, nearly all of the current from the digital noise sources flows down into the

substrate through the resistance to the backplane and then back up into the analog

circuits. For this reason, if the separation between digital and analog circuitry is
greater than 1 OOm, increasing the separation beyond this point provides negligible

reduction in the amount of substrate coupled noise. Table 2.1 illustrates typical
resistor values for two identical contacts at various separations in a heavily doped

substrate. Notice that if these resistor values are used in the model shown in Fig.

5

2.1 and the backplane is left floating, the resistors R11 and R22 are indeed the
dominant contact coupling path.

Table 2.1. Sample substrate resistances in a heavily doped CMOS process
Separation (pPm)

R11 ()

R22 ()

R12 ()

10

390
305
303

390
305
303

962
33.8K
2.58M

50
100

The scalable macromodel is based on Z-parameters from which the resistances

can be derived or vice versa [10]. The resistance extraction process is described in
Appendix A. The shortcoming of using a resistance based model is that it does not

account for the fact that the values change depending on the proximity of other
nearby contacts as illustrated in Figs. 2.3 (a) and (b). In Fig. 2.3 (a), two identical

contacts spaced 10tm apart have a coupling resistance of 1490Q and a contact to

backside resistance of 695Q. When a third contact is added 10tm away from the

other two contacts, the coupling resistance changes by 31.9% to 1966

and the

contact to backside resistance changes by 23.7%. Z-parameters take these
interactions into account [10]. The model is expressed in terms of Z11, Z12, and Z22.
Z12 is given by:

Z12 =ae

(2.1)

where x is the distance between contacts and a and f3 are process parameters.
Z11(Z22) is given by:

Zn =

1

K1Area + K2Perimeter + K3

(2.2)
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where K1, K2, and K3 are process parameters and area and perimeter are the area
and perimeter of the contact. Using this macromodel, substrate resistances can be
obtained for an arbitrary number of contacts.

1966Q

1966

1490Q
p

1966Q

695Q

(a)

695

860Q

86O

(b)

Figure 2.3. Substrate resistance for (a) two equally sized contacts placed 1O/Lm
apart and (b) three equally sized contacts placed 1Otm apart. The addition of the
third contact changes the resistance values. This is accounted for when using a Zparameter based macromodel.
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3. MODELING SUPPLY PARASITICS FOR ACCURATE SUBSTRATE
NOISE SIMULATION

To accurately predict the digital noise coupled into the substrate, it is
imperative that parasitic capacitances, inductances, and resistances associated with
the package and the connection to the backplane be included in the overall simulation.

A seven stage stepped buffer has been simulated to illustrate the contribution of the

noise due to the power supply and the transistors switching as the power supply
package inductance is varied. The RMS value of the transistor noise and the supply

noise is determined as a function of the wirebond package inductance using the
approach described in [6]. The total noise when the backplane is floating, shown in
Fig. 3.1(a), is more than a factor of two times higher than when the backplane of the

heavily doped substrate is grounded, as in Fig. 3.1(b). The results also show that for

low values of the wirebond inductance, the transistor switching noise dominates
when the backplane is floating and, as the inductance increases, the supply noise
increases [11]. Depending on the package used in the design, there will be varying
amounts of supply and substrate coupling. Flip-chip and FCPGA packages have low

values of parasitic inductance ranging from O.OlnH to 0. lnH, ball grid arrays (2

-

l4nH), dual inline packages (4 - 23nH), and quad flat packs (2 - l5rill) have much
higher wirebond inductances.

8

RIvIS noise
total

Backplane floating

transistoi
coupling

(a)

Backplane grounded

total

transistor
coupling
1012

1O1

io

1O

Inductance in power supply (H)
(b)

Figure 3.1. Simulated RMS substrate voltages for varying power supply inductance
for a (a) floating and (b) grounded backplane.

Fig. 3.1 clearly illustrates that including the parasitic wirebond inductance is
critical to obtaining accurate simulations. Other parasitic resistances, capacitances,
and inductances must also be included for simulations to be in good agreement with
measurements. Fig. 3.2 shows the inclusion of all the appropriate parasitic elements

as well as the substrate resistances for one inverter stage of a digital stepped buffer.

These parasitic elements match those used for measurement of the test chip as
described later. The package parasitics are obtained from the package model for a
121 -pin-grid-array package, whereas the substrate resistances were extracted using

the scalable macromodel. On-chip interconnect resistances are also modeled and

included in the simulations. An off-chip decoupling capacitor is used in the
measurements to reduce the supply bounce.
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LwI

inductance
LI

'
routing

kiesistances
to back
plane

RI

decouplin
capacitor

Rf
Re

bondwire
parasitics

LII out

Rd

substrate
resistances
to other
contacts

R

L7

L8

R2

R7

R8

to back
plane

routing
resistances

L2

I

C12

Lw2

- wire
inductance

Figure 3.2. Diagram depicting one stage of the digital stepped buffer showing the
parasitics and the substrate network. Separate source and bulk power supplies were
used.
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4. MEASUREMENT OF SUBSTRATE NOISE

The method used for measurement of substrate noise partially determines the

dynamic characteristics of the measurement. In this work, three different noisesensing methods were used. The first method uses p+ substrate taps connected to
pads that can be directly probed as shown in Fig. 4.1. This method is the simplest
because it does not require additional circuitry for the measurement; however, it is
generally not as accurate since the probe impedance loads the substrate.

p + tap
DOD
DOD

DOD
ODD

Probe
pad

Figure 4.1. Measurement setup used for directly probing the substrate. Noise was
measured via a p+ substrate tap connected directly to a probe pad.
In the second measurement approach, a wide-band differential output noisesensing amplifier based on the design in {6] is used to buffer the substrate from the

probe impedance. The amplifier, shown in Fig. 4.2, has one input connected to the

substrate via a large MOS-capacitor and the other input is connected to a separate

quiet ground. The input MOS-capacitor is quite large, so at the frequencies of

interest it acts as a short circuit. The amplifier has been designed so that 50l
impedance, high frequency probes can be connected at its outputs without changing

the overall performance. The amplifier's bias has been designed so that it is
immune to power supply bounce, thus, only the noise picked up from the substrate

11

sensing input will affect the output and the bias should remain relatively constant.
Additionally, the amplifier is designed to be wide bandwidth, making it possible to

perform continuous-time measurements of the substrate at high frequencies. The

probes used to measure the output of the buffer amplifier were high bandwidth
ground-signal-ground probes. The actual measurement setup and a description of

the probes used is shown and described in Appendix B. Although the gain of the
buffer amplifier is relatively low, approximately 3dB, this does not limit the overall

measurement as long as the amplitude of the digital noise is within the range of the
measurement accuracy.

The noise-sensing buffer amplifier layout was arranged to maximize the
matching between the input transistors and load resistors so that the input-referred
offset is minimized and the maximum amount of substrate noise is sensed. This is
achieved by interdigitating the input transistors and load resistors and incorporating

dummy transistors and capacitors into the arrays. Ground-signal-ground pads were

placed above and below the opamp itself. This enables the routing traces from the

circuit to the pads to be as short as possible, but still spaced far enough apart to
meet the probing requirements. The layout of the noise-sensing amplifier is shown
in Appendix C.
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Vdd

Ri
M4

R2

4-

-4

M5

out+
Mu
5OOhm
probe

-4

-

4-

-M8

M17

M9

50 Ohm Z

Vss

probe_IL
Vss

Vss

M14

I

-4 MI M24M6

7

Vss

MI3

substrate
M1O

M16

M3

4-

4-

M15

M124Vss

Figure 4.2. Noise-sensing amplifier used to measure the noise in the substrate. One
input is sensitive to substrate noise while the other is connected to a quiet ground.

The schematic shown in Fig. 4.2 can be simplified in order to find the gain
from the input to the differential outputs. This simplified schematic is depicted in
Fig. 4.3.
Vdd

M4

Ri

R2

Vsubi

M5
Vsub

-4

out+

out-

ci-

--ci
Vsub

50 Ohm
probe

Vss

50 Ohm Z

probe _L

Vss

Ml

I

M2

M6J

9JM7

Vss

Vsub

M3
Vsub

Vss

Figure 4.3. Simplified schematic of the noise-sensing amplifier.
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Since the Vsub signals at the bulks of M1,2, M3, and M4,5 all appear as common-

mode signals they can be ignored in the differential-mode gain expression.
Assuming ro12 >> Rj,2, small signal analysis reveals the differential-mode gain is
given by:

ADM

gm12R12

(4.1)

gm45

gm45 +gmb45 + 1/50

where gmJ2 is the transconductance of the input differential pair, gm4,5 is the

transconductance of the output buffer transistors, and gmb4,5 is the bulk
transconductance of the output buffer transistors.

The common-mode gain can be derived from each of the vUb signals that are

present at the bulks of M12, M3, and M45. The simplified overall common-mode
gain expression is given by:
gmb12R1,

ACM[ 2gm12ro3

+

gm45

gmb3R12

2

]

+

gmb45

gm45 +gm5 +1/50 gm45 +gmb45 +1/50

(4.2)

From the common-mode gain expression (4.2), it can be seen that the
common-mode gain from the bulk of M3 has the largest affect on the overall
common-mode gain. The common-mode gain for the noise-sensing amplifier is

shown in Fig. 4.5. The common-mode gain increases from a rejection of
approximately -33dB without the substrate network included, to -5dB with the
substrate network included. Although -5dB is a fairly high common-mode gain, it
does not significantly degrade the differential output measurement.
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Figure 4.4. Simulated output frequency response for the noise-sensing amplifier
showing the differential gain and phase.

It can be seen from the magnitude plots in Fig. 4.4 that the differential gains
of the inverting and non-inverting outputs are slightly different. This is due to the
fact that the current source, M3 is non-ideal. When the input voltage is changed by

some small amount Av, the voltage at the source of the input pair should ideally

change by an amount Av12. This would cause a change in current of Ai in the
inverting branch and -Ai in the non-inverting branch, thus causing an equal but
opposite change in the output voltage equal to

Rload

j. However, since the current

source is non-ideal (due to channel length modulation), a change of Av to the input

voltage does not result in the voltage at the source node changing by the full
amount Av/2, causing a slight mismatch of currents in the two output branches.
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This results in a change in output voltage on the inverting output that is always
slightly greater than the change in output voltage on the non-inverting output. Thus
the differential gain of out- is slightly higher than that of out+.
Magnitude (dB)
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Frequency (Hz)

Figure 4.5. Conm-ion-mode gain response of the amplifier with and without the
substrate network connected.

The third and final substrate noise sensing method involved the use of a
digital noise generator located near an analog building block that in this case was a
folded-cascode amplifier connected in a unity-gain configuration [12]. The purpose

of the operational amplifier is to demonstrate the application of the model and
simulation approach for evaluating simple mixed-signal circuits. A block diagram
illustrating the setup is shown in Fig. 4.6. The layout of the amplifier is depicted in

Appendix C. By clocking the digital circuitry, noise is injected into the substrate
and the power supply lines, this noise couples into primarily the bulks of the input
transistors and the supply lines if they are shared.
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Vout

Figure 4.6. Noise coupling measurement setup for the folded-cascode amplifier
connected in a unity-gain configuration.

A stepped buffer is used as a realistic digital noise generator as a means of
injecting noise for all the measurement cases. Stepped buffers are used in many
digital designs to provide buffering for clock signals as well as for output buffers to

drive large off-chip capacitance. The stepped buffer has seven stages of inverters
where each successive stage is a power of e larger than the previous, as shown in

Fig. 4.7. Additionally, every stage but the last is loaded with another inverter (of
the same size) to provide more substrate noise. Off-chip decoupling capacitors were

used to reduce the amount of ringing in the stepped buffer power supply lines. The
stepped buffer is laid out with all PMOS transistors residing in one well. The layout
is shown in Appendix C.

Figure 4.7. Schematic of the stepped buffer used as the digital noise making circuit
for the test chip. The NMOS and PMOS transistors in the largest stage had width to
length ratios of 195Oam /O.6m and 39OOpm /O.6im, respectively.
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5. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A test chip was fabricated in the TSMC O.35tm heavily doped CMOS quad-

metal, double poiy process. It consisted of a stepped buffer, a folded-cascode

amplifier connected in unity gain and two substrate noise sensing amplifiers as
shown in Fig. 5.1. The entire chip is shown in Appendix D. The stepped buffer

was placed approximately 1OOm away from the folded-cascode amplifier and
4OOm and 8OOm away from the two noise-sensing amplifiers. At distances above
approximately 1 OOjLm, the cross-coupling resistance between circuit elements is so

large (in the MO range), that almost all the noise is transmitted down into the

substrate and then back up into the circuit elements. For this reason, the
measurements from both of the noise-sensing amplifiers were identical.

anal's
;Sfl1.S
s-sw.
sass.
S*SS* Stepped

lisa....
I
.0_sat ..

buffer

Noise sensitig

a niplifiers

Figure 5.1. Die photo of the test chip containing the folded-cascode amplifier,
noise-sensing amplifiers, and stepped buffer.
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The transient behavior was measured using all three measurement techniques

previously described. The noise-sensing amplifier provided a means by which
continuous time measurements of the substrate could be made without loading the

measurement with the probe impedance. The p+ substrate taps were used as a
simple way of checking the relative amplitude of the substrate voltages to verify the

measurements made with the noise-sensing amplifier. The folded-cascode amplifier

represents a practical experiment of how digital noise affects common analog
circuitry. For most measurements, the stepped buffer is clocked at a frequency of
780kHz.

Shown in Fig. 5.2 are the simulations and measurements at the output of the

noise-sensing amplifier when the stepped buffer is clocked with a 3V, 780kHz
input waveform. The relative voltage peaks and the amount of ringing from both

the simulations and the measurements are in good agreement. Fig. 5.3 shows
simulations and measurements made using the p+ substrate tap as the means of
measuring noise from the stepped buffer. In contrast to the results from the buffer
amplifier, the substrate tap measurement amplitude is smaller and has less ringing
due to the loading of the probe. In Fig. 5.4 the measurement and simulation of the
folded-cascode amplifier output in the unity-gain configuration is shown when the

stepped buffer is clocked. Once again, the general shape and peak-to-peak voltage
amplitude match very closely.
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Figure 5.2. Simulation and measurement of the substrate noise picked up by the
noise-sensing amplifier with the stepped buffer running at a frequency of 780kHz.
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Figure 5.3. Simulation and measurement of the substrate noise at the substrate tap
with the stepped buffer running at a frequency of 780kHz.
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Figure 5.4. Simulation and measurement of the noise measured in the substrate by
the folded-cascode amplifier connected in a unity-gain configuration. The stepped
buffer was operating at 1MHz.

By using the noise-sensing amplifier and zooming into the beginning of the
noise signature, the individual switching of transistors in the stepped buffer can be

seen. This is shown in Fig.

5.5.

The top waveform shows only

4

distinct peaks

although the stepped buffer is 7 stages long, this is due to the fact that the ringing in
the power supply lines interferes with the noise signal at this point and dominates any

individual transistor switching characteristics that may be present. Contrasting this
noise signature to that found in the bottom figure, it is apparent that the substrate tap

measurement does not show the same resolution of transistor switching again due to
the loading of the substrate.
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Figure 5.5. Measurement of the noise picked up by the noise-sensing amplifier and
substrate tap showing individual transistor switching.
5.1. Digital Noise Suppression Techniques

When supply noise is dominant in digital circuits, it can be reduced by
separating the transistor's bulk and source power supplies. Under normal
circumstances, a transistor in a digital circuit will have its bulk and source nodes
tied together on chip and taken to a single pin. By using separate pins for the bulks

and sources, voltage bounce on the power supply lines is not fed directly into the
transistor bulks. This may help reduce the amount of noise which is injected into
the substrate. Figs. 5.6 (a) and (b) illustrate the two different scenarios, where the

bulks and sources are connected to a single pin, Fig. 5.6 (a), and to separate pins,
Fig. 5.6 (b).
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Figure 5.6. Digital bulk and source power supply routing using (a) one pin and (b)
two pins.

Figs. 5.7 and 5.8 show the simulation results for the noise picked up by the

buffer amplifier and substrate tap respectively when the stepped buffer's bulks and

sources were connected as shown in Fig. 5.6 (a). By tying the sources and bulks
together on chip, the peak-to-peak noise picked up approximately doubles from the

original case where the bulk and source nodes are separated. Interestingly, the
negative noise peaks remain relatively unaffected by the change, while the positive

spikes triple in amplitude for the case where the source and bulk nodes are tied
together.
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Figure 5.7. Simulation of the noise picked up by the noise-sensing amplifier with

the stepped buffer's bulks and sources routed to separate pins and with the bulks
and sources tied together and routed to a single pin.
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Figure 5.8. Simulation of the noise picked up by the substrate tap with the stepped

buffer's bulks and sources routed to separate pins and with the bulks and sources
tied together and routed to a single pin.
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When switching noise is dominant in heavily doped substrates, it can be
reduced by grounding the substrate backside. Backside metallization is one method

of grounding the backplane, however this is not standard and adds extra cost to

production. On the other hand, die-perimeter rings are standard on many chip
designs since they are often used in ESD protection schemes to reduce the ground

resistance between 110 pads. On this test chip, a grounded die-perimeter ring has

been used since the measured resistance between the backplane and the dieperimeter ring is only 1.6g. A schematic of the setup is shown if Fig. 5.9.
Chip Edge

Die-Perimeter Ring

Analog
Circuitry

Digital
Circuitry

Digital noise shorted
to ground
V

Low-imped nce
path to gro

Die-perimeter ring bondpad

Figure 5.9. Measurement setup using the die-perimeter ring to reduce the noise
coupling through the substrate.

Figs. 5.10 and 5.11 show the simulations and measurements of the folded-

cascode amplifier with and without the die-perimeter ring grounded [11]. The
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simulations were done by modeling the die-perimeter ring as many substrate
contacts surrounding the folded-cascode amplifier and stepped buffer. All the
resistances in the substrate network were then extracted. The parallel combination

of all the resistors from the substrate contacts to the backplane resulted in a
resistance of 1 .6l. In both the simulations and measurements without die-perimeter

ring grounding, the peak-to-peak noise voltage observed is around 55mV.
Contrasting this to the noise voltage of the grounded case, it can be seen that the
peak-to-peak value is approximately halved and is now at 26mV. The simulation of

varying power supply inductance shown in Fig. 5.12 verifies that there is a 6 dB
reduction in total substrate noise when the back plane is grounded.
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Figure 5.10. Simulation and measurement of the folded-cascode amplifier with the
die-perimeter ring left floating.
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Figure 5.11. Simulation and measurement of the folded-cascode amplifier with the
die-perimeter ring grounded.
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Figure 5.12. Comparison of total substrate noise when source and bulk supplies are

tied and separated, and when the backplane is grounded and not grounded. The
RMS noise values are shown for inductance values of 0. inN and lnH.
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It can be seen from the figures that using a grounded die-perimeter ring is a
good way to reduce digital noise if it is done properly. However, in order for this to

work the die-perimeter ring must have a low-impedance path to ground. This can

be achieved by connecting the die-perimeter ring to a bond-pad and then downbonding. If a high impedance path (i.e. a long wire with lots of inductance) is used

to connect the die-perimeter ring to ground, the results may show no change or
even an increase in noise coupling. When the die-perimeter ring is not properly

grounded it can pick up noise from the substrate and then transmit that noise
around the chip to the analog circuitry, thus having an adverse affect on noise
coupling.

5.2. Summary

An approach for simulating digital noise coupling has been discussed and
verified using measurements from a test-chip fabricated in the TSMC O.35jLm
heavily doped CMOS process. Measurements were shown for noise coupled from a

stepped buffer to a noise-sensing buffer amplifier, folded-cascode amplifier, and
substrate tap. These measurements match closely with the simulated results. Based

on these measurements and simulations it can be concluded that the macromodel

gives a good approximation of the noise that will be coupled to a given analog

circuit. Additionally, noise suppression techniques have also been discussed.
Measurements and simulations for our test chip show that approximately a 6dB
noise reduction can be achieved by using separate digital bulk and source power
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supply pins, and another 6dB reduction can be obtained by using a die-perimeter
ring connected to ground.
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6. DIGITAL NOISE iN THE O.18m LIGHTLY DOPED BiCMOS PROCESS
6.1. Background of Lightly Doped Substrates

A lightly doped substrate differs from a heavily doped substrate just as its

name implies, its bulk region is much more lightly doped. This lighter doping
causes a much higher resistivity in the bulk region than the heavily doped. There
are two common types of lightly doped substrates: one with a buried layer and one

without. A cross-section with no buried layer consists of a heavily doped p+
channel-stop region and a lightly doped p-type bulk [9]. A buried layer substrate
simply adds a low-resistivity buried layer. These two cross-sections are shown in
Fig. 6.1.
heavily doped p+ channel-stop

1 5Oji

lightly doped bulk

15 me-cm

2O)-cm

(a)

heavily doped p+ channel-stop
lightly doped bulk
buried layer

I 5Oi

lightly doped bulk

15 ml-cm

20 l-cm
15 ml-cm

20 a-cm

(b)

Figure 6.1. Typical cross-section of a lightly doped substrate (a) without a buried
layer and (b) with a buried layer.
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A test chip designed in the IBM 0.18km lightly doped BiCMOS process was

submitted for fabrication. There are several differences between a heavily doped
and lightly doped process in terms of noise coupling. For example, in the heavily
doped processes, it was previously described that noise was primarily coupled from

digital to analog circuits by traveling down deep into the low resistance substrate
and then back up to the sensitive circuits. This made the distance between digital

and analog circuits almost arbitrary, as the same amount of noise was coupled
regardless of the separation. However, for the lightly doped process, this is not the

case. This is because the resistances between contacts no longer increase so
dramatically with separation in a lightly doped process and the resistance to the

backplane is orders of magnitude higher. Therefore, the resistances to the
backplane are no longer the dominant contact coupling path. For this reason, it was

necessary to put multiple copies of digital noise-making circuits and analog noise-

sensing circuits in order to measure the affect of spacing on substrate coupling in
lightly doped substrates.

Although the unknown factors involved in measuring substrate coupling in

lightly doped substrates can necessitate the need to over design measurement
schemes, this new process also presents some benefits over the TSMC 0.35/2m
CMOS process. The first benefit, and perhaps the most obvious, is that the IBM

0.18jm process is a BiCMOS process. This enables the analog noise-sensing
circuits to utilize bipolar transistors in their designs. Secondly, the IBM 0.1 8j.tm
process has smaller channel lengths (0.1 8iim vs. 0.35/Lm). This of course allows for
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the use of faster transistors, in turn improving the characteristics of circuits. Last,

the IBM process also has many additional features, such as circuit isolation
strategies, multiple resistor types, etc., that make for better mixed-signal designs.
6.2. The Model

The resistive macromodel for lightly doped substrates is much the same as

that for heavily doped substrates. The model is still scalable with contact
dimensions and separation and a two-port Z-parameter extraction is still used to
obtain the network [9]. In this model Z11 is described by:
z11 =

1

(6.1)

A + B * Area + C * Perimeter

where A, B, and C are process parameters which must be curve-fit for each new

process and area and perimeter are the area and perimeter of the contact. Z12 is
described by:
(6.2)
12

S + 'jX

where x is the separation between contacts, a and c depend on contact dimensions,
and 3 is a process parameter.

The model for lightly doped substrates has been developed for two types of
substrates, one with a buried layer and one without. Sample resistance values are
shown in Table 6.1. Comparing these values to those shown in Table 2.1 it can be
seen that the vertical resistance, R11, is far greater than in the heavily doped process,

while the cross-resistance, R12, is smaller, especially for increasing contact
separation [9].
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Table 6.1. Sample substrate resistance in a lightly doped process. BL refers to
buried layer.
R12 (J)
Separation
R11 (fl)
(pm)
NoBL
BL
NoBL
BL
10
906k
1574k
36.8k
5.09k
110.4k
50
312k
205k
15.3k
100
192.5k
227k
25.2k
139k

6.3. Strategies for Measurement
The noise-sensing methodology for the IBM 0.1 8pm process is similar to that

used for the TSMC 0.35jm process. Noise-sensing amplifiers were used as the
primary means by which to sense substrate noise. Additionally, p+ substrate taps
were once again placed sporadically around the chip for noise-sensing purposes.

Voltage head-room was reduced for the IBM 0.18tm chip to 1.8V from what
had been 3V for the TSMC 0.35gm chip. This necessitated a redesign of the biasing

structure for the noise-sensing amplifier. Although the biasing structure of the
noise-sensing amplifier in the 0.35gm process was supply independent, it required

a voltage head-room of at least 4VGS - VT. With 3V, this was not a problem, but

with 1 .8V, this is impossible. Thus, two different noise-sensing amplifiers were
created. One which had some supply independence built into its biasing structure
(referred to from this point forward as noise-sensing amp]) and one which did not

(noise-sensing amp2) [14]. Noise-sensing ampi's schematic is shown in Fig. 6.2
and the layout is shown in Appendix E.
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Figure 6.2 Schematic of the noise-sensing amplifier including supply-independent
biasing.
The second amplifier had no supply-independent biasing. The schematic and

layout of this amplifier are shown in Fig. 6.3 and Appendix E respectively. The
main reason for developing this amplifier was reliability and ease of measurement.

Since this amplifier requires only the use of an off-chip current source it is easy to
bias and achieve operation in a measurement setup.
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Figure 6.3. Schematic of the second noise-sensing amplifier without supplyindependent biasing.

In both Figs.

6.2 and 6.3

the output buffer stages of the noise-sensing

amplifiers were designed with bipolar transistors. In fact, the layouts show that

each buffer is actually two bipolar transistors in parallel. The type of bipolar
transistor used in the layout is known as two-stripe, meaning that they had two base,

collector, and emitter stripes per transistor. Using two-stripe bipolar transistors in

parallel allows the output buffer to carry the large amount of current that will be
flowing through it when the 5O1 probes are connected. Another advantage of using

the bipolar transistors in the output stage, instead of CMOS, is that the emitterfollower stage will have a higher gain than will the source-follower stage used in
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the CMOS implementation. This can be verified by looking at the small signal gain
of a source-follower stage which is given by:
Rsoirce

gain =

(6.3)

In this case Rsource is the 501 impedance of the probe. If gm of the CMOS transistor

in the source follower is 3OmS (as is the case for the opamp described for the
0.35gm process), then the gain of that stage is:

gain

50

= 33.3 + 50

= 0.60

(6.4)

Likewise, an output buffer utilizing bipolar technology would have an emitterfollower stage described by:

gain =

Remitter

in

(6.5)

+ Remitter

However, for bipolar transistors the gm is much higher. In this case it is 275mS.
The probe resistance is still 50I, so we are left with a gain of:

galn=

50

3.6+ 50

= 0.93

(6.6)

Since the gm of the bipolar transistor, and in turn the gain of the emitter-follower
stage, is inherently higher than its CMOS counterpart, less current is needed for the
same gain, making the design more power efficient.

Additionally, using bipolar transistors in the output buffer stage allows for a
low impedance driver in a much smaller area than CMOS. The CMOS stage would
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have to take up more chip space than the bipolar to drive the same amount of
current.

Both amplifiers designed in the 0.1 8im process had much larger bandwidths

than the one designed in the 0.35pm process. This, of course, is a product of the
technology. The ac characteristics of noise-sensing amp] and noise-sensing amp2
are shown in Figs. 6.4 and 6.5 respectively. Both have relatively large bandwidths,

with upper 3dB frequencies of nearly 2.5GHz. The differential gain of both
amplifiers is slightly above 4dB.
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Figure 6.4. Output ac characteristics for noise-sensing amp] showing differential
gain and phase.
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Figure 6.5. Output ac characteristics for noise-sensing amp2 showing differential
gain and phase.

The common mode gains for noise-sensing amp] and noise-sensing amp2
with and without the substrate network are shown in Figs. 6.6 and 6.7 respectively.
Notice once again that the common-mode gain is severely underestimated when the

substrate network is not taken into consideration. For noise-sensing amp] the
common mode gain increases from about -30dB at 100kHz to approximately -8dB.

The common mode gain of noise-sensing amp2 increases as well from -22dB to
-15dB at 100 kHz.
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Figure 6.6. Common-mode gain of noise-sensing ampi with and without the
substrate network included.
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Figure 6.7. Common-mode gain of noise-sensing amp2 with and without the
substrate network included.
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Two types of digital circuits were included on this test-chip as realistic digital

noise sources. The first type was a stepped buffer. This circuit is the same circuit
that was included on the first test chip only scaled for the new process. Once again

each successive stage of the buffer was a power of e larger than the previous and
each stage, except the last, was loaded with another inverter of the same size. The

stepped buffer schematic and layout are shown in Fig. 6.8 and Appendix E
respectively.
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Figure 6.8. Schematic of the stepped buffer that was used for the IBM 0.1 8tm test
chip. The width to length ratios of the NMOS and PMOS transistors in the last
stage of the buffer are 58ljLm /0.18tm and 1 162/Lm /0.18im, respectively.

The second type of digital noise-injection circuit was a 21 stage ring oscillator.

The purpose of the ring oscillator is to inject noise over a wide frequency range.
Because the ring oscillator has so many inverter stages, it produces noise similar to

digital noise from larger more complex digital circuits that may be seen on a
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production mixed-signal test chip. Additionally, the ring oscillator is free-running

at a frequency of 50MHz. Because it's free-running, it does not require an input
from an arbitrary waveform generator. This is beneficial, since providing an input

via an outside source adds extra parasitics to the test setup and can reduce the
quality of measurements. All of the 21 stages are loaded with a single NMOS
transistor to slow the free-running frequency. The schematic and layout of the ring
oscillator are shown in Fig. 6.9 and Appendix B, respectively.
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Figure 6.9. Schematic of the ring oscillator that was created for the 0.1 8JLm test
chip. An odd number of stages are necessary to maintain oscillation. The width to

length ratios of the NMOS and PMOS transistors in each inverter stage are
250tmI0.9jim and 500 jm /0.9p.m, respectively.

Approximately half the chip was consumed by these analog and digital
substrate coupling circuits. A cadence capture of this portion of the test chip is
shown in Fig. 6.10. A cadence capture of the entire chip can be found in Appendix

F. The figure shows that a majority of the test circuitry was placed in the lower
quarter of the test chip. However, there were a few copies of each of the circuits

placed sporadically at other locations. The GSG probe pads can be easily seen.
These were placed as near to the analog noise-sensing amplifiers as possible to
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limit the routing lengths. Additionally, p+ substrate taps can be seen connected to

slightly smaller probe pads. These taps were placed all over the chip wherever
space was available.
3000 j.tm

noise-sensing
plifiers

I

Figure 6.10. Cadence capture of half of the IBM 0.1 8jm test chip depicting all of
the circuitry that was designed for substrate coupling measurement.
6.4. Probing Solutions

Ground-signal-ground probes were once again used for probing the output of
the noise-sensing amplifiers. However, this chip utilizes larger pads having 1 OOJLm

by 100tm over-glass openings with l50tm pitch. The reason for the increase in

dimensions was due to the fact that more GSG probes with 150pm pitch were
available in the OSU testing labs. The larger over-glass openings also make landing
the probes easier.
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Single probe pads were attached to the p+ substrate taps. The layout of one of

these pads and it's attachment to the p+ substrate tap is shown in Fig. 6.11. These

pads are intended to be probed through use of a single coaxial probe. The single
coaxial probes have an impedance of 50[2. Although these probes are not quite as

good as the GSG probes for higher frequency measurement, they still do the job

sufficiently and are shielded nearly all the way down to the tip. A Cascade
Microtech drawing of the single coaxial probe is depicted in Figs. 6.12 (a) and (b)
[15].
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Figure 6.11. Layout of the probe pad designed for probing the p+ substrate taps
using the single coaxial probe.
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Figure 6.12. Drawings of (a) the side view and (b) the front view of the single
coaxial probe used to probe the p+ substrate tap probe pads.

On the test chip fabricated in the TSMC 0.35gm process, power-supply
ringing in the digital circuits was a problem. Large off-chip decoupling capacitors

were needed and even then all of the ringing was not diminished due to the
inductance in the bondwires that could not be decoupled. For this reason an
additional probing solution was implemented for the digital circuits on the IBM

0.1 8.tm test chip. This probing solution involved the use of probe pads for the
power-supply connections of the digital circuits. Each of the digital circuits (the
stepped buffer and ring oscillator) has one instance on the chip in which the power

supply connections are routed to probe pads rather than bond pads. The probe pad
layout for the power-supply connections is shown in Fig. 6.13. The pads were set at

a pitch of 150 m with over-glass openings of 100 zm.
150 tm

-*1*-- 150 tm*f4-150 tm+j--150 tm-+j

Figure 6.13. Probe pad layout for powering the stepped buffer and ring oscillator
without having to use pins.
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The probe used in conjunction with these probe pads is created by Cascade

Microtech and is called the Eye-PassTM [16]. The Eye-PassTM probe is a
multicontact power bypass probe that is able to supply power, ground, and
logic/signal levels. The probe provides high performance power bypassing with
resonant free connections up to 20GHz. The probe is completely customizable and

is available with up to 12 contacts per probe head [16]. The probepads for this

design were laid out so as to utilize a 3 contact Eye-PassTM probe with the

configuration shown in Fig. 6.14 and explained in Table 6.2. The entire
configuration code for the Eye-PassTM probe can be found in Appendix G.

150pm
needles
top
view

1

234567

8

9 101112

Figure 6.14. Configuration for the Eye-PassTM multicontact power bypass probe
used for providing power to the stepped buffer and ring oscillator.
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Table 6.2.Explanation of pin connections for the Eye-PassTM power bypass probe.

Pin #
1

2
3

4
5

6
7
8

9

10
11

12

Contact Type
X
X
X
X
X
L
G
P

X
X
X
X

No Contact
No Contact
No Contact
No Contact
No Contact
Logic/Signal
Ground
Power
No Contact
No Contact
No Contact
No Contact

By having the probe configuration done in this manner, the probe can be
utilized to power the stepped buffer and then simply slid to the left to power the
ring oscillator. This usage is shown in Figs. 6.15 (a) and (b). Notice in Fig. 6.15 (b)

that the left most probe needle is overlapped onto the right most probe pad for the
stepped buffer. This is not a problem as this needle will provide a logic signal to the
power of the stepped buffer and hence the circuit will remain off and unaffected.
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stepped-buffer
logic

stepped-buffer
ground

stepped-buffer
power

ring oscillator
ground

ring oscillator
power

probe needles

stepped-buffer
logic

stepped-bu Ifer
ground

stepped-buffer
power

ring oscillator
ground

ring oscillator
power

Figure 6.15. Configurations for using the Eye-PassTM probe to provide power to the
(a) stepped buffer and (b) ring oscillator.

6.5. Digital Noise Suppression Techniques

As with the 0.35 .tm test chip, digital bulk and source separation techniques
have been utilized. Both the stepped buffer and ring oscillator were included on the

chip in two forms. The first form had the digital bulks and sources tied together on

the chip and taken to a single pin, while the second form had the digital bulks and
sources routed to separate pins. The purpose of these two variations is to prove that

the noise injection will be less for the case where the digital bulks and sources are
separated.
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Once again a die-perimeter ring has been included as a means for providing a
low-resistance path to ground. It is unknown how the die-perimeter ring grounding
will affect the amount of noise coupled in a lightly doped substrate.

The die-perimeter ring on this chip is 2Ojtm wide and encompasses the entire

chip. Its inner edge is 1Ojtm outside the bondpads while its outer edge is l8jim
from the chip periphery. The die-perimeter ring is essentially a large p+ substrate
tap. A small section of the die-perimeter ring is shown in Fig. 6.16.
Metal ito P+ contacts
P+ diffused region

Metal I

Figure 6.16. Small section of the die-perimeter ring used on the chip.

A new type of noise-suppression technique was used on this test chip. The
addition of certain layers that are unique to the IBM BiCMOS process enables the
use of noise-suppression structures called moats [17].

Like the die-perimeter ring, a moat is used as a means of diverting noise away

from sensitive analog circuits. A moat is a structure that essentially consists of two

sections of deep-trench enclosing a blocked bipolar mask. The IBM process
involves implanting an n-type subcollector into the p- substrate, then growing 2 jim

of undoped epitaxial. Since the n-type subcollector is exposed during the epi
growth it is made slightly n-type. The blocked bipolar mask blocks the p-well
implant creating a region of lightly doped N- epi. This structure is then used to
surround any analog circuitry where noise-protection is desired. The deep trench
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forces current down into the high resistance substrate, while the lightly doped epi

region, created by the blocked bipolar, guarantees there is no capacitive signal
coupling from wires above the moat. These moats were used around both types of

analog noise-sensing amplifiers to observe the affect that the moat has on the

amount of coupled noise. The use of noise averting structures around analog
circuits is not a new concept. Guard rings have been used for quite some time. A
guard ring is essentially a substrate tap placed around a sensitive analog circuit and
then connected to ground. The problem with a guard ring is, if it is not given a low

impedance path to ground (which can be difficult) it can bounce and couple more

noise to the analog circuit. A moat does not have this problem, as it does not
attempt to short substrate noise to ground, but rather simply keeps it from entering

its surroundings. A top view of the moat is illustrated in Fig. 6.17. The cross
section of the moat is shown in Fig. 6.18.
N- epi

deep trench

Analog circuit

Figure 6.17. Top view of the moat used to avert substrate noise. The moat consists

of two encompassing sections of deep trench and one enclosed section lightly
doped N- epi.
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Figure 6.17. Top view of the moat used to avert substrate noise. The moat consists

of two encompassing sections of deep trench and one enclosed section lightly
doped N- epi.
deep trench

N-Epi

Top of

6.0 un

substrate

Bottom of
substrate

Figure 6.18. Cross-section of the moat.

6.6. Summa,y

An approach for simulating and measuring digital noise in the IBM 0.1 8jzm
lightly doped BiCMOS process has been discussed. Both analog noise-sensing and

digital noise-making circuits have been designed in this process. The hope is that

these circuits will lend validity to new models developed for lightly doped
substrates. Additionally, noise suppression techniques have been added to the test

chip. The use of a grounded die-perimeter ring as well as digital bulk and source
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separation has again been built into the test chip. The use of a moat, a new noise
suppression technique, was also utilized. Furthermore, new probing solutions have
been added to the test chip with the hope that even better measurements will result.
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7. CONCLUSION

In this thesis, strategies for simulation, measurement and suppression of digital
noise have been discussed for the TSMC 0.35pm heavily doped CMOS process and
the IBM 0.1 8pm lightly doped BiCMOS process.

Measurements from a 0.35jm test chip were shown for noise coupled from a
stepped buffer to an analog noise-sensing amplifier, folded-cascode amplifier, and

p+ substrate taps. These measurements match closely with the simulated results.

Based on these measurements and simulations it can be concluded that the
macromodel gives a good approximation of the noise that will be coupled to a
given analog circuit. Additionally, noise suppression techniques have also been
discussed for this process. Measurements and simulations for the 0.35tm test chip
show that approximately a 6dB noise reduction can be achieved by using separate

digital bulk and source power supply pins, and another 6dB reduction can be
achieved by using a die-perimeter ring connected to ground.

Strategies for simulation, measurement, and suppression of digital noise have
been extended to the IBM 0.1 8tm lightly doped BiCMOS process. A test chip has

been created that contains two types of analog noise-sensing amplifiers and p+
substrate taps for noise measurements. Stepped buffers and ring oscillators were
included as realistic digital noise sources.

Future work in this area should concentrate on verification of the macromodel

for lightly doped substrates such as the IBM 0.1 8m process. This test chip should
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also provide insight into how analog circuitry on a lightly doped substrate is
affected by substrate noise coupling. Additionally, the effectiveness of the noise
suppression teclmiques, such as those described in this thesis, should be evaluated
for lightly doped substrates.

The results of this work show that the choice of packages for mixed-signal
chips greatly affects the amount of total substrate noise. Below package inductance

values of 100 pH, noise coupling from MOSFET's is dominant Further reduction
in package inductance beyond this point will only slightly reduce the total substrate
noise generated. Most FCPGA packages have inductance values below this amount

and are therefore an excellent choice for ensuring power supply noise coupling is
not a factor.

The effectiveness of the noise suppression techniques presented is dependent

on the package inductance values and the substrate type. For heavily doped
substrates the greatest noise reduction results when both the die-perimeter ring and

digital source/bulk separation are used simultaneously. Therefore, it is generally
beneficial to utilize multiple techniques to ensure adequate noise suppression.

Isolation structures that block substrate noise from entering their surroundings
present a promising means of protecting analog circuits. These structures require no

biasing or grounding in the measurement setup making them much easier to use
than guard rings.
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APPENDIX A. Substrate Resistance Extraction

It is critical to simulations that the substrate resistance be included properly.

If the resistances are not included in the correct fashion, the macromodel is
worthless. Additionally, calculating each substrate resistance separately using the

model would be impossible given the number of transistors involved in most
measurement schemes. The means by which simulations were done for this thesis
offer a quick, minimal error method for calculating the substrate resistances using
the macromodel and including them in simulations. All the transistors in the layout

that are to be included in the substrate coupling simulations (may be all or only a

portion if some transistors are deemed unimportant) are outlined with a special
substrate coupling layer. Then text labels are placed inside each one of the outlines,
reflecting the same name as the bulk of the transistor it represents in the schematic.

After this the CIF file is extracted and a program takes the CIF files as input. The

program contains the equations necessary for the substrate coupling macromodel
and returns a text file containing all of the resistors in the substrate network. This
text file can then be used as an include file while doing Spectre simulations. Since

labels were placed in the layout, the resistor nodes are already named properly

according to the schematic and can be included without changing anything A
sample output resistance file is included in below.

RMl5bp M15 bp 229.617911492629
RM15MX1 MiS MX1 2.83838535667055e+17
RMl3bp M13 bp 84.8390089269423
RM13MX1 M13 MX1 4.36208026758341e+17
RMlObp M10 bp 88.7250555003323
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RM1OMX1 M10 MX1 6.56201648973778e+17
RM6bp M6 bp 97.1720235860385
RJVI6MX1 M6 MX1 2.40442519554441e+17
RM9bp M9 bp 129.422294152376
REVI9MX1 M9 MX1 6.5026022861758e+17
RM5_bp M5 bp 300.3 1198532985
RM5MX1 M5 MX1 6.23286391022165e+17
RM2_bp M2 bp 2130.40849136268
RM2MX1 M2 MX1 l.34330831050972e+20
RMO_bp MO bp 2720.43578 199368

RMOMX1 MOMX1 l.94817699743O96e+18
RM19_bp M19 bp 49.919550454273
RM19MX1 M19 MX1 4.95004223941899e+16
RM21_bp M21 bp 49.3421610923231
RM21MX1 M21 MX1 1.92754082050258e+16
RM16_bp M16 bp 90.2584469496 129
RM16MX1 M16 MX1 3.86955244433548e+16
RM25_bp M25 bp 57.537843 1265118
RM25MX1 M25 MX1 1.75838714269566e+16
RM22_bp M22 bp 59.7059809630196
RM22MX1 M22 MX1 9.16433193444213e+15
RMX1bp MX1 bp 90.3066091822264
RM14_bp M14 bp 229.617911492629
RM14MX1 M14 MX1 2.83838535667055e+17
RM12_bp M12 bp 84.8390089269423
RM12MX1 M12 MX1 4.362O8O26758341e+17
Rivil 1_bp Ml 1 bp 88.7250555003323
RM11MX1 Ml! MX1 6.56201648973778e+17
RM7_bp M7 bp 97.1720235860385
RM7MX1 M7 MX1 2.40442519554441e+17
RM3_bp M3 bp 129.422294 152376
RM3MX1 M3 MX1 6.5026022861758e+17
RM4_bp M4 bp 300.3 1198532985
RM4MX1 M4 MX1 6.23286391O22165e+17
RM26_bp M26 bp 2130.40849136268
RM26MX1 M26 MX1 1.3433O831O5O972e+20
RM27_bp M27 bp 2720.43578 199368
RM27MX1 M27MX1 1.94817699743096e+18
RMI8_bp M18 bp 49.919550454273
RM18MX1 M18 MX1 4.95004223941899e+16
RM2O_bp M2O bp 49.342161092323 1

RM2OMX1 M20 MX1 1.92754082050258e+16
RM17_bp M17 bp 90.2584469496129
RM17 MX1 M17MX1 3.86955244433548e+16
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R1V124_bp M24 bp 57.5378431265118

RM24MX1 M24 MX1 1.75838714269566e+16
RM23_bp M23 bp 59.7059809630 196
RM23MX1 M23 MX1 9.16433193444213e+15
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APPENDIX B. Measurement Setup for the O.35/1m Test Chip
power supply

Figure B. 1. Measurement setup for the test chip.

On this test chip, ground-signal-ground (GSG) probe pads were used on the
output of all noise-sensing amplifiers. The layout of the GSG probe pads is shown

in Fig. B.2. GSG probe pads are designed to be used in conjunction with Cascade

Microtech GSG radio frequency probes. The probe pads are made with an overglass opening of 7Otm by 70/Lm and a pitch of 1 OO/Lm. The probe pads were placed

directly above and below the noise-sensing amplifier to reduce the wire trace length

to the probe pads. The routing to the probe pads was done with the top level metal

layer (in this case metal 4). Although the probe pads themselves need only be
created with the top level metal layer in order to make an electrical connection to

the circuit, it is recommended that all metal layers and vias connecting the metal

layers be present in the probe pad structure. This ensures that if the probes were
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ever to dig through the top layer of metal due to repeated contacts, there would still
be metal underneath.
7Ojirn

100 jim

i

"I

100pm

Figure 3.2. Layout of the ground-signal-ground configuration for probing the
output of the noise-sensing amplifiers.

The GSG probes themselves are some of the most accurate available. The
probes are shielded all the way to the tip so as to provide isolation from extraneous

signals. The probes have a characteristic impedance of 500 's and are used in
conjunction with 500 cables. The probes are designed to measure from DC up to
approximately 1 GHz. Additionally they have excellent crosstalk characteristics as

well as a long probing life of over

500,000 contacts [13]. Cascade Microtech

drawings of the probe and probe tip are shown in Fig. B.3. (a) and (b) respectively.
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coax
connector

1100 pm
1100 jim

body
tip
(b)

(a)

Figure B.3. Drawing showing the (a) entire GSG probe and (b) a close-up view of
the tip.

The measurements were done with the stepped buffer operating at a frequency

of 780kHz. Measurements of the output of the stepped buffer for various input
frequencies are shown in Fig. B.4.

780kHz

0
3

1.56MHz

0v
3V

0
3

:r

\f

3,13

0v

Figure B.4. Measured output of the stepped buffer with various input frequencies.
At higher frequencies, the output of the stepped buffer became more degraded.
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Since the noise-sensing amplifier is a differential output amplifier, the noise
was measured via high-frequency probes on both outputs. The differential of these
two outputs was then taken to achieve the final result. This process is shown if Fig.
B.5.

mV
765

Individual
outputs
745

720
30

0

Differential
output

-30
0

100

200

300

400
time (ns)

500

600

700

800

Figure B.5. Individual outputs and differential output of the noise sensing amplifier.
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APPENDIX C. Circuit Layouts from the O.35m Test Chip

Vdd

Figure C.1. Layout of the noise-sensing buffer amplifier.

bulk gnd

input
Figure C.2. Layout of the stepped buffer.

output
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APPENDIX E. Circuit Layouts from the 0.1 8im Test Chip

quiet Vss
2-stripe BJT's
Figure E.1. Layout of noise-sensing amp].

flVdd

-"

input MOS-cap

2-stripe 8JT's
Figure E.2. Layout of noise-sensing amp2.
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Figure E.3. Layout of the stepped buffer with the supply/bulk tied on chip.

Figure E.4. Layout of the ring oscillator with the supply/bulk tied on chip.
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APPENDIX F. Cadence Capture of the O.18jm Test Chip

Substrate Coupling Circuits
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APPENDIX G. Eye-PassTM Probe Configuration Code

Eye-Pass Probe Configuration
LGP

Configuration Code:

'V
Probe Pitch
Tip Material

Conn Pin #
I

Contact

2
3

4

Type
NC
NC
NC
NC
NC

5
6
7

1

2
3

8
9
10

Logic/Signal
Ground
Eye-Pass Power
NC
NC
NC
NC

11

12

Customer Information:
Company:
Shipping Address:
City,State, Postal
Code:
Requisitoner:
Buyer:
Technical Contact:

Special Instructions:
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